For each bounded self-adjoint operator T on a Hilbert module H over an H*-algebra A there exists a locally compact spaceTand a certain A-valued measure L 2 such that H is isomorphic to ()A and T corresponds to a multiplication with a continuous function. There is a similar result for a commuting family of normal operators. A consequence for this result is a representation theorem for generalized stationary processes.
DIAGONALIZATION OF A SELF-ADJOINT OPERATOR

INTRODUCTION.
The diagonalizatlon theorem states that for each bounded self-adjolnt linear operator T acting on a Hilbert space H there exists a measure space (S, ) and a real valued measurable function h(s) such that H is isomorphic to L2(S, and T corresponds to the multiplication with h(s). Furthermore, the space (S, ) could be selected in such a way that there is a Hausdorff topology on S with respect to which h(s) is continuous, S is locally compact and which makes a regular Borel measure.
In this note we shall give a suitable generalization of this fact.
The situation is somewhat more complex in our case. The space L2(S, needs to L 2 be replaced by the tensor product ()A, which is less manageable. This space is properly defined below.
PRELIMINARIES.
Let A be a proper H*-algebra ( Let L(X) and B(X,A) denote respectively the classes of those functions to which the integrals are extendable in this fashion. (Note that S(X) is dense in L(X) and S(X,A) is dense in B(X,A)).
Then it is easy to se that hold for all,eL(X) and (X,A). (For a discussion o integrals o this type we ruer the reader to Bogdanowicz [4 ) . COROLLARY. The expression z Ei,J (a]ri:d:'a')IJr TJ 3 is a poitlve member of tA.
PROOF. Note that the expression (za,a) tr(a*za) is of the same form as trz.
Hence (za,a) > 0 for each aA. To complete tle proof [t is now sufficient to show that L2()A =yL2(gy)A. Then the map t-->U t iq a representation of G by A-linear unitary operators and t is easy to see that the ,sumptions of Coro|lary 2 are fulfilled. Let Z', and F, he as in Corol|ary 2 and let f(M) be the member of C() corresponding to fO =(1)). . CONCLUDING REMARK.
To conclude the paper we make the following remark about the operator T h d[scussed above. It [s easy to see that we do not need at all to assume existence of a (locally compact) topology on the space X (discussed at the beginning of this paper). Let be a positive tA-valued measure defined on some o-rlng of subsets of X. If h is any tr-measurable essentially bounded real valued function on X then 
